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The dliutiOn of stereotypes:

,When mnontInformation" is informative

The research I am reporting deals with the nature and accuracy of in

tuitive predictions we make about other peop) These predictions are imPor
1.

tant because they influence our own behavior as well as the behavior of those

around us. But how tio we predict what others will do and what they are like--

what strategies do we use and what are the,strengths and weaknesses of these

strategies? To answer these questions, most psychologists have relied on a
r"

single approach characterized by the following paradigm. Subjects are given

information about -a target person that subjects believe to be diagnostic of

some outcome, e.g., a behavior or.a trait. ,Subjects are then asked to predict

whether the target person will perform the behavior or the degree to which

the target)possesses the trait. Thus for example, subjects are told a perdon

is a, white, southern policeman andrasked to predict how tbigoted the person

,i6;or sulijects are told a target person,is German and asked to-predict that

person's efficiency.

Research of. this sort indicates that we often make extreme, stereotype

based predictions when we are,given diagnostic information. For example,

I tell you that a person Is white, a policeman, and lives in the south; you

use a cultural stereotype and predit that he is very bigoted. I tell you
1

that a:person' is German; you use a national stereotype and'predict that he

is efficient and industrious. We) make predictions such as these as if the

relationship between the diagnostic information and the outcome is much

ti

stronger than even we believe it to be; that is, our predictions are nonregressive,

r
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As'important as this researchis, it fails t Tture a critical element:

of predictions we make in bur day-to-daytlives,: Wh
. .

about anothertindividual we have availablemany fact

n we make predictions :',

about that tson' which

are totally unrelated to the behavior or trait we are attempting. predict.' -1

Thus, we usually know more about a\personthan the fpct that,he is aWhite

policeman from the south or, that heis,Cerman: White, some of'these additional

facts might be related to the behavior or.trait we .are predicting, most' are
,

,

. . .

. , .

Y
' ,

totally unrelated to the outcome. SinCe previolls tesearih has dealt with only
.

,

dialgnostic information, it tells-us nothing about howpeople'combine diagnOatic

and nondiagnostic information in tnformationally rich prediction tasks.

4 4.

It might be anticipated that nondiagnostic information might increase the

extremity of predictions. That is; people might render inY number of facts

to be consistent with their Stereotypes With the result that they view the new

,facts as "confirming" initial stereotype based predietions...Surprizingly,

our research (and research by Nisbett & Zukier, 1977) shows that thi& is not

the case.

The starting-point of our research was Amos Tversky's (197.7), recent

analysis of the nature of similarity judgments. Tversky states that.'' thin

people' predict whether a target possesses some trait or will perfOrm,some

behavior,

mation is

they'are essentially assessing the detree.to which the target-infor-

representative of,' or similar to, the outcome. ,To assess this

similarity, people perform

the features of the target

4
The target is judged to be

extent that there are many

and there are few features

a feature matchiAg analysis; that is, they compare

information with the features of theinutcome.

similar or representative of the, outcome to the

features common to both the target and the outcome

that are unique and nonOommon. To put this Another

way, similarity is a positive function of common features and a negative
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function Of nonCOMmon 61-I.:unique features.' According to this view, diagnostic

rinfarmationtis'cOmmon.to both target and outcome and increases their similarity.

(E.g., the target is .shy,, short of staturei'and.enjoys poetry; most Chinese

scholars are shy, s or Or-StatUte;,-=and---enjoy- -poetry -.lie target

_ .

less and has a high math ability; most engineers are humorless and have high

math ability.) . On the other hands, nondiagnostic information is not common

to target and outcome it characterizes the target but does not characterize

the outcome. If nonCammon features reduce similarity, then the, presence of

nondiagnostic information should reduce the extremity of predictions lased

on diagnosfic inforMation. an effect would be non- normative because

nondiagnottic information is y definition information that is irrelevantto,

predictions and should not effect predictions at all. However, such g

"dilution effect;" if obtained, would produce predictions that wbulbe less
7

extreme and would appear to be less-stereotyped.

METWID AND RESULTS

To'assess the effects nondiagnostic information have on people's predic-

tions, we conducted an experiment in which subjects read descriptions of three

different'psychological studies and then predicted the performance of under

graduate males in each of the studies. One study subjects Made predictions

, -for was a survey of movie attendance. In describing the undergraduates in

this study, wegtook advantage of college stereotypes concerning the chanacter-

istics and behavidr of students majoring in particular fields. We antrlpated

that subjects would predict that undergraduates majoring in the humanities

would see more movies than undergtaduates majoring in the sciences---the
re

stereotypes suggested that humanity and science majors would behave differently

in this study. Wherritgavesubjects only thin: "diagnost4

,academic major, they did in fact make extreme di; atiai predictions.
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Subjeqts predicted that humanity majors aw over two. and one -h4lf times as

I

many movies as science majors saw.

.However, if subjects were given a substantial amount of.irrelevant,

nondiagnostic information such aetarget's hometown, religious background,

etc., they made much less extreme predictions. While suiljeci's given only

diagnostic information predicted humanity majors saw 11 more movies than
_.._.

science majors, subjects given both diagnostic and nondiagnostic information

predicted that humanity majors saw only 4 more movies than science majors.

This pattern was also apparent in subjects'*predictions for.the other two

-'studies - -a study of creativity and a study of general knoWledge. When subjects

were given only the academic majo\of undergraduatesin the creativity and

general knowledge studies, they made extreme differential predictions based

on stereotypes. However, when subjects were also given nondiagnosticinfor-
/

mation,fthey make less extreme predictions; the stereotypes were diluted.

To test the significance of this "dilution effect," we pooled subjects'

estimates for the movie, creativity, and knowledge studies. Doing this,

we found that the overall reduction'in the extremity of predictions was

highly significant' (f= 2.633, df 7 144, p < .005).

To summarize theie results, we found thai'when subjects were given

only stereotypic, diagnostic informationNpout male. undergraduates in,psycholo
I'

glcal studies, they make extreme'differential predihions. However, when

they were also- given nCondiagnostic information these stereotype based predic-

tions were "diluted" and they became significantly less extreme. Our inter-
-.-

pretation of this finding is that the additidn of nondiagnostic information

made noncommon features, about the target salient. Since similarity is inversely

related to the number of noncommon features, the similarity between .target

and outcome Was reduced and it was this reduction in similarity that produced,



the "dilution effect."
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To further demonstrate this phenomenon and to increase its generality,.

we decided to manipulate-the salience of noncommon features of the target

with a verY differehtJexperimental prodedure.

One procedure which occurred to us was to

mer7ely instruct subjects to explicitly imagine or guess what the targetEl

were like on ,dimenslons thatwe anticipated would.be irrelevant to the pre-
.

dicted outcome. The intriguing aspect of this manipulation is that subjects

were given no additional information;. subjects merely guessed what the addi-

tional infoi tion might be. Thus, subjects whoread the description of the

movie attendance survey were told that one undergraduate in th'e study waisea

science major. ,Before they predicted how many movies this person saw, we

instructed the subjects to explicitly guess the,target's tometown, religious

affiliation, mother's occupation, etc. That is, we asked bur subjects to

guess what the target was like on dimensions -unrelated,to movie attendance.

After they made these estimates, subjects predidted how, many movies the
A,

sciencetmajor saw. Subjects then made similar predictions for a second target,

f

a humanities major.
41.

SUrprizingly, the basic dilution effect was replicated in this condition.

Compared to control subjects,subjects making explicit estimates about what

the targets were like made less extreme predictions of movie a4 ,ndance: This

dilution effect occurred in- subjects'. each of the three studies

--movie attendance, creativity, and general knowledge. When we pooled subjects'

estimates for these three studies, the overall dilution effect wall' statisti7

cally significant (t = 1.520: df-= 144, p < .07).

4
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DISCUSSION
r

.
..

. I.

.-
.

,

The present results indicate that nondiagnostic information -- whether
, ,

.

.

it 'is provide by the exper enter or whether. it'isfproVided:by the subjects

themselves--serves to dilute the extremity of stereotype based prediCiione.
.

-'
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The most parsimonious interpretation of this phenomenon relies -on Tversky's

theorilingabout'intultive predictions. As _you- recall, TVersky states hat

L. . .

people make predictions by judging the similarity of the target Information
. ....:

to the predicted outcome. This similarity is best described as a ratio of
g _

.
. m .

_ .
.

common Co npncommon features. Therefore, it follows:that
..(1

any manipulation
pN ..._-

1

that makes features ofthe target salient whith are irrelevant to'the outcome

will reduce this similarity and hence the, extremity of predictions. t.

Regardless pi the nature of the-dilution. effect however; it iS clearly

not justified on.normative grounds. Since nondiagnostic information is by,

definition information Which is irrelevant to predictions, it should have

t
no effect. whatsdever.. 'These results show that this is not,the case.

These results provide us groUnds forcautious Optimism about the'accu-
...

s

racy of predictions.we make about the behavior and traits ofanother person.

\
Previous research showed that our predictions based of on diagnoetic infor-

motion are influenced by our stereotypee and are apt to be extreme and inac-
.

curate. This dangerous tendency mig i'be counteracted by another erroneous
A

but benikn tendency whICh dilutes the effect of our stereotypes in the 'presence

of seemingly irrelevant facts or non-information about'that person.
r
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. . ABSTRACT'

An experiment is reported dealing,with th use of stereotypes or
I

--' ,

.

simple representativeness criteria in Social ference and.judgment.

..). ,.,' i
'

The experiment demonstrated 'that the eTfect of stereotypei aan.; to a
f

,/ The dilution df siereot*p

considerable degree; be "diluted" by the presentation of additional facts
. .

about''the target person. MOst surprising is the find ng that such dilution

can be accomplished (a) by the presentation'of facts about the target

Person that are manifestly, irrelevant.to both the stereotype and the

predicted' behavior and(b):;by presenting no additional facts but siMply
f

inducing the subject to imagine or make-guesses about the,target persOn.

, . ,
. .

SuchII. a phenomenon obviously pOsesProblems for any purely rational

and model of human judgment and prediCtion. Instead, a feature,-

e- .

matchidg model (Tversky, 19/7) is used to interpret the results. This

:model explains that both the irrelevant facts :110 Imag ation
4-

instructions made cognitively salient or "available"certain features

of the target person that, in turn, made the target appear less'esi Similar
, i

..
c.t..

to or "representative" of a "stereotyped" persoh dr prototype. Thinking

that the target did not fit 'some stereotype, subjects' Werd unwilling to

. make extreme predictions about him or her.
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